The CEU Center for EU Enlargement Studies (CENS) cordially invites you to the conference/book launch:

**Sectoral Policies for a Broader Europe**

**January 22 (Wednesday) 2014 at 10 a.m.**
**CEU, Nádor 9, Monument Building, Gellner Room**

*Participants:*

**András Deák**, Associate researcher, Hungarian Institute of International Affairs
- *Managing Dependency through Technology -- EU Energy Policy*

**András Rácz**, Assistant Professor, Institute of International Studies and Political Science, Pázmány Péter University
- *Extending the Borders of Stability -- Security Co-operation with Regional Partners*

**Béla Soltész**, Assistant researcher, Hungarian Central Statistical Office, Demographic Research Institute
- *Migration -- Challenge or Opportunity?*

The event concludes with the presentation of the book, *Europe's Position in the New World Order*, edited by Péter Balázs, Director of the CEU Center for EU Enlargement Studies and former Minister of Foreign Affairs of Hungary.

The book marks the culmination of the project "The Changing World Order and its Implications for a Wider Europe", sponsored by the Hungarian Science Fund (OTKA). *Europe's Position in the New World Order* is published by CENS, and is distributed by CEU Press.

RSVP: András Szalai  
szalai_andras@ceu-budapest.edu